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welcome to
Prosperity
real estate


Prosperity is a boutique agency for Jerusalem Real Estate, founded in 2000 by Ronit Dowek and managed successfully by Ronit until today. Prosperity has dominated the Jerusalem upscale real estate market for over two decades, and over time has branched out to other markets across Israel.



Want to read more about us? >




BOOK AN APPOINTMENT
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Properties


Last apartments left for sale!
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Dubnov 1 , Talbiya
101-437 SQM
View Details >
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German Colony Penthouse
8 Rooms   |   4 Bathrooms  | 300 SQM Price :   $ 4,600,000 
View Details >



360° View
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Shai Agnon – Penthouse
5 Rooms   |   3 Bathrooms  | 200 SQM Price : 16,900,000 NIS 
View Details >



Seafront Luxury Project
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Port House, Jaffa
128-185 SQM
View Details >



SOLD
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Dor Dor Ve’dorshav
676 SQM Price :   $ 9,250,000 
View Details >
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Zamenhof St. , Mammila
6 Rooms   |   4 Bathrooms  | 292 SQM Price :   $ 8,000,000 
View Details >










view more properties










What can we do for you?
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Sell / Buy your home
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Value your home
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Rent your home








Why work with us?
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People First




we believe that investing in relations with our clients, vendors and partners to establish trust is the foundation for any successful project.
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Integrity




We act professionally by drilling down each detail and analyzing all variables, while maintaining honesty and transparency each step of the way.
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Innovation &  Creativity




Thinking outside of the box and being agile and flexible are key for finding solutions in an ever changing real estate landscape.
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Effectivity




we walk the walk- with a team of determined and agile professionals we are able to overcome obstacles and pave the way to reach our goals.
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Quality




we believe that a personalized process accompanied step by step enhances the prospect for satisfying and better deals.
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Responsibility




We are result driven and operate out of a high sense of responsibility for the welfare of our clients and partners.



















Testimonials


Working with Ronit and her team has been a pleasure. And more important, SUCCESSFUL. I can’t count the number of apartments we saw before we met Ronit. We were flying back to Canada the day we met her. Undaunted by distance she found the right apartment for us. And she and her team continue to support and service. Thank you to the entire team.

Joe And Linda Kislowicz

Toronto

Ronit provided first class service! Ronit listened to what we wanted and made it a collaborative effort to find us the perfect location. Upon finding the location that we decided was the one, Ronit answered all of our questions through the entire process of making it ours. Ronit’s communication made everything easier to where we never felt as if we did not know what was going on. We highly recommend Ronit to anyone that is looking for a new home in Jerusalem.
 

READ MORE
READ LESSHarvey Handelsman

Toronto

This letter will serve as our high letter of recommendation for Ronit Dowek of Prosperity Real Estate.  Ronit assisted us with the purchase of an apartment in Jerusalem.  We worked with other agents but I can say with confidence that Ronit is by far the best agent we ever used. I can’t say enough about Ronit’s professionalism and knowledge of the real estate market, and her exceptional people skills.  She is high energy and a relentless advocate for her clients.
Ronit has great integrity and always kept our best interest in mind. She did a great job of listening to our needs and did not waste time showing us properties that did not meet our objectives.
She was extremely responsive to our questions, often responding immediately to some late night emails. Ronit went above and beyond her role when she quickly helped us establish relationships with key bank contacts.  I have the highest level of confidence in Ronit and in Tomar. They are able to assess  difficult situations and figure out effective solutions, and that is why it is my absolute pleasure to recommend them.
If you have any questions, I would be happy to email or talk with prospective clients to provide feedback on our very positive experience. Feel free to contact me
 

READ MORE
READ LESSSheila and Norman Klein

Monsey, New York

We had been looking for years for an apartment in Israel, especially Jerusalem.  Finally I was referred to Ronit.  After sending me many emails with possible properties, she honed in on what we wanted. From the time we made the offer until the papers were signed, Ronit knew how to get the deal to happen.  Her office is very helpful and knowledgeable as well.  As far as I’m concerned, she is the most effective real estate broker in Jerusalem, if not Israel. 

READ MORE
READ LESSLoren Rosenzweig

 Newton, Massachusetts

Dear Ronit, We want to thank you for all your help in our search for an apartment. We tried other agents and none were as great as you were. You were able to understand our needs and desires for an apartment in Jerusalem. You were persistent in our search and would not give up until we found one that was perfect for us. You negotiated the price for us and treated us like family. We could not have been happier. I have recommended you to others and will continue to do so. You are THE BEST. Thank you for everything. Hatslacha

READ MORE
READ LESSSora and Shlomo Brasil

Long Island, New York

My experience with Ronit Dowek of Prosperity Real Estate has been very positive.
I was interested in selling my apartment in a building complex on Nili St in Jerusalem. The overwhelming majority of the owners had voted in 2016 for Pinui/ Binui, that is, tearing down the original structure and constructing a much larger one.
The efforts that Ronit, as my agent, made to get me out of the swamp of rivalries and factions was above and beyond the call of duty. She was simply indefatigable.  That I managed to sell the apartment (for a very good price) and preserve my sanity was due entirely to her. When I made out the check for her commission, I said ‘Ronit, if you want another percent or two, I will give it gladly. You certainly deserve it’. (Characteristically, she declined.)
I recommend her unqualifiedly.
 

READ MORE
READ LESSHaym Soloveitchik 

Jerusalem - New York

I had the absolute pleasure of working with Prosperity Real Estate. Both Ronit and Tomer are top-notch professionals who have now become friends. They give everything they have to their clients. What makes them stand out is the perfect combination of love and care on one side and deep expertise and competence on the other side. They missed no detail and went the extra mile on each step of the process. They were an absolute pleasure and privilege to work with.

Omri Dahan  

California, USA 

The agency of Ronit and Tomer sets a new and high standard, and we have encountered quite a few realtors.
Tomer and Ronit accompany the entire process with uncompromising professionalism. Always on time! Always with a smile! Always speaking the right language with a full connection and empathetic commitment to all sides, and moral loyalty to their clients!
We have managed to learn what smart meditation is, and in the end, gained wonderful friends. We thank the agency of Tomer and Ronit, which is definitely a boutique agency- focused, professional, and responsive to every requirement – and beyond expectations.
We received the best price from the most pleasant buyers. Honesty and transparency throughout the entire process. Thanks to them, everything went in the smoothest way possible. Full of confidence, they know how to lead with courtesy in every collaboration!
We are so grateful and highly recommend them with immense satisfaction.
Thanks to the number one realtors!

READ MORE
READ LESSElla Kedem

Jerusalem, Israel
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Our Mission


We act out of faith and belief that both business and personal goals may be achieved in an amicable manner by nurturing collaborations, creativity, and integrity to constantly drive results for our clients- that is our signature.
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Jerusalem real estate for sale
Real estate in Israel Jerusalem
To the novice and inexperienced investor, Israel may seem like a problematic real estate investment market. But those of us with a more skilled eye will find that certain real estate markets are like a rough diamond. With a little attention, knowledge and skill, we can turn our next asset into the investment of our lives. When it comes to real estate in Israel Jerusalem is without a doubt one of the destinations that is worth exploring closely. These are some aspects that are important to consider on the way to purchasing the next property in Rehavia, Jerusalem.
Jerusalem real estate for sale – Choose the right neighborhood
The price range of real estate in Jerusalem is very wide and ranges from old and neglected apartments in very cheap neighborhoods to luxury properties nestled between breathtaking landscapes and historical treasures. Although the entry price for investing in luxury properties in Jerusalem may be slightly higher, the return we can achieve eventually can be huge. With the right staff by your side, there is no limit to the benefit that can be derived from the appropriate asset.
Good things happen to those who wait
New luxury ventures are constantly being built in Jerusalem. It is a vibrant market where demand never stops. Israeli and Jewish citizens from all over the world alike are looking for the new property that will become their home in the Holy City. In order to choose a property that is precisely tailored to your price range and needs, it is important that we be patient. If we wait long enough, it is very likely that we will be able to find an investment tailored exactly to our degree that will allow us to enjoy a passive income that many investors only dream of.
Want to start locating your dream property in Jerusalem today? The Prosperity Real Estate team accompanies you all the way to the purchase of your dreams. Contact us now to schedule an introductory meeting.

LOAD MORE
SHOW LESS

Jerusalem Israel real estate
Israel real estate agents
There is something in Jerusalem that catches the eye and captures the heart at first glance. Whether it is its spiritual charm, the ancient history that pops up from every corner or the intoxicating air, one thing is for sure – the demand for luxury housing in Jerusalem is breaking records year after year. As investors, Jerusalem Israel real estate is without a doubt one of the best choices we can make this year. However, to find the best opportunity, a legendary team is required.
A boutique office that accompanies you every step of the way
From day one, we at Prosperity Real Estate have set ourselves one and only goal, to provide a wide and diverse range of services to real estate investors in Israel and enable them to find the optimal property that will be precisely tailored to their aspirations and needs. The areas required for perfect property management. We will be happy to be your professional address in Israel for all your real estate investments.
Unique and income-producing properties in the leading neighborhoods in Israel
We believe that in order to achieve the greatest achievements, one must strive for the highest. Therefore, we offer properties in the most prestigious neighborhoods in Jerusalem, like Mamilla, Jerusalem that will allow you to achieve the highest yields available in Israel. This is your chance to get the big investment you have always been looking for.
An extraordinary portfolio
We are your One Stop Shop for all your needs during your search for the leading properties in Israel. With a constant desire to provide our customers with the best, over the years we have built an exclusive portfolio containing some of the unique real estate jewelry seen by investors looking for Jerusalem Israel real estate. We invite you to join the success and join forces with a team that lives the world of real estate in Israel.

LOAD MORE
SHOW LESS

Real estate for sale in Israel
Real estate for sale in Israel – your first steps in the market
Purchasing real estate for sale in Israel usually involves huge sums of money. Such a purchase that is not only expensive but holds many aspects that may go wrong along the way, when managed in the wrong hands. To make sure you’ll be able to make the best out of your investment, we have gathered crucial emphases regarding the purchase of real estate properties that should lead your decision-making process and will assist you finding the ideal Jerusalem Residence for you.
Real estate in Jerusalem – Safety first
Make sure you enter your new property with the peace of mind you deserve. This is made possible only when the residence or the chosen use of it will be one hundred percent safe. It is advisable to make sure that the property has all the safety measures that should be in the building: check that sprinklers and other fire extinguishers are installed, make sure there are emergency escape routes, check the composition of the fire equipment cabinet and so on. When it comes to commercial assets, without complying with all the safety conditions, the business may not receive the license it needs to operate legally in Israel.
As always – location, location, location
Just like with any wise real estate investment, the three L’s are at the heart of your process of finding the perfect real estate for sale in Israel.
Access roads, public transportation to and from your location, good school districts and job opportunities are some of the main aspects you should investigate about your potential location. In the case of commercial real estate, it seems that the importance of the location of the specific property is a hundred times greater. In this case, one has to think not only about the needs of the business owners, but also the customers.
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Contact

XSearch properties
Select City
Herzliya
Jerusalem
Tel Aviv
Other


Type
Residential For Sale
 Commercial For Sale
Other




All
Arnona
Baka
Beit Ha'Kerem
City Center
German Colony
Greek Colony
Har Adar
Kiryat Ha'Leom
Kiryat Shmuel
Mamilla
Nachlaot
Nachlat Achim
Nayot
Old Katamon
Rassco
Rehavia
Sha'arei Chessed
Talbiyeh
Talpiot


Price
All
0-1000
1000-3000
3000-4000
4000-5000
5000-6000

;6000-8000
8000-10000
10000-999999
UP TO 3M NIS
3M -5M NIS
5M - 8M NIS
8M - 15M NIS
15M +


Rooms
All
up to 3 Rooms
3-5 Rooms
5 Rooms +




Bathrooms
1
2
3
4
5
5+


Lot Size
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
5000+





Advanced Search
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XBOOK AN APPOINTMENT

Error: Contact form not found.


XLeave your review













 
 

Please send me updates of off-market properties








XSELL MY HOME
BUY A HOME
VALUE MY HOME


Error: Contact form not found.

Error: Contact form not found.

Error: Contact form not found.


XCONTACT US

Error: Contact form not found.
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The data presented on the website was submitted by the sellers and is considered their sole responsibility. 
The parties are legally bound by a signed agreement only
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Rent your home

















 
 
 

Please send me updates on new & exclusive properties


















Value your home

















 
 
 

Please send me updates on new & exclusive properties


















Sell / Buy your home

















 
 
 

Please send me updates on new & exclusive properties


















Book an appointment
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Please send me updates on new & exclusive properties
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WELCOME TO PROSPERITY REAL ESTATE


Prosperity Real Estate markets a variety of unique properties. To be the first to hear about new properties on the market, sign up for our newsletter.





Join our mailing list and be the first to know













         I am interested in
Buying
Selling
Renting
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